Program – English Philology
Level – Bachelor
Qualification – Bachelor of Humanities in English Philology
Program Goals:
The aim of the program is to prepare Bachelors of Humanities in Philology (English
Philology) who will have broad knowledge of the field, will know English of B2 level,
structure of the English language, its peculiarities, English and American literature, and will
have broad philological knowledge. Elaborated language competences will enable them to
continue study at the second cycle of the academic education – Master’s level or be employed
at state or public sectors, in the spheres of education, mass media, tourism, nongovernmental structures. Completion of Teacher Training courses will enable the graduates
to be employed at schools. The educational program of BA English Philology will raise
students’ level and assist them in integration into society as well as become competitive at
the labor market.
BA program in English Philology offers students academic education. It enables them to
develop the following skills: critical analysis of a text, proper application of obtained
knowledge in verbal and written communication, correct understanding and translation
skills of literary and non-literary texts, skills to obtain and analyze latest information about
social-political life of the modern world.
The aim of the course of English Philology is to teach students the following: structural,
stylistic and lexical-semantic peculiarities of the language, productive types of word
formation, existing environment and means of enriching the English vocabulary, English and
American literature, various literary movements and trends, works of famous authors;
translation heritage of masters of translation and methods of translation, innovative
understanding and approaches towards the traditional fields of linguistics and deep
perception; to form clear impression on the development, life style and cultural and literary
values of the English people.
By studying business English students will learn peculiarities of business correspondence in
offices, enterprises, hotels and other business environment.
In compliance with the mission of the University, the BA program in English Philology is
oriented towards preparation of highly-qualified, competitive specialists, easily adaptive to
changeable professional environment, who will have high civic awareness and principles.
Through flexible and individual curriculum the program aims at maintaining high level of
teaching and quality assurance. Improvement of teaching and learning quality as well as
effective teaching methods will foster students’ intellectual development.

